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Madridge Conferences is pleased to welcome you to the International Conference on Vaccines from February 20-22, 2017 at Baltimore, USA. The annual Vaccines 2017 creates a platform for experts interaction simultaneously with networking opportunities and also provides an opportunity to explore the innovative ideas of the other communities, companies and associations.

Vaccines 2017 conference includes Plenary lectures, Keynote lectures and short courses by eminent personalities from around the world in addition to contributed papers both oral and poster presentations.

This International Vaccines conference is a gathering of expert professionals, academicians and researchers all over the world. Don’t miss this opportunity to connect with your peers at this scientific event. Your participation in the conference will enhance your knowledge and professional skills.

Sincerely,

Vaccines-2017 Operating Committee
Madridge Conferences are specifically designed to create a platform for all the eminent speakers, scientists, business experts, CEOs/Presidents form top companies and young researchers to explore the advancements and novel innovations in the field of Science and Technology.

Madridge conferences will provide an understanding of basic principles in the application and management of the new progressions and discuss emerging concepts in the specific field. These Scientific events help in imparting, sharing scientific knowledge across the world.

International Conference on Vaccines is an annual conference which is one of the largest educational and scientific events in the Vaccines community. The program is well designed by the conference committee which includes plenary lectures, oral sessions, poster sessions and symposia/workshops.
Target Audience

- Professors/academicians
- Scientists
- Directors and CEO’S
- Vaccinology Researchers
- Vaccinology Associations and societies
- Specialists or physicians training in infectious diseases and vaccinology

Why to attend?

- By participating in the conference, attendees will be able to study the advances in the vaccines research.
- This International Vaccines conference provides an opportunity to meet experts, professionals, academicians and researchers from all over the world.
- Execute new methods or revise existing methods based on best presented facts as presented Vaccines-2017.
- Medical knowledge and a perfect platform for global networking.

http://vaccines.madridge.com
We invite the contributions related to Vaccines. You can submit your work in these broad themes (or) any other topics related to the theme.

- Cancer Vaccines and Immunotherapy
- Influenza and Respiratory
- Novel Vaccines - Research and Development
- Human Vaccines - Infectious & Non Infectious Diseases
- Clinical Trails
- HPV Vaccines
- Veterinary Vaccines
- Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases
- Therapeutic Vaccines
- HIV/AIDS Vaccines
- Vaccine Bioprocessing and Manufacturing
- Immunology / Animal Models
- Plant Based Vaccines
- Vaccines Related to Human Reproduction and Fertility Control
- Recombinant Vaccines
- Genetic Vaccines and Therapy

For the abstract guidelines and sample abstract format please see: Guidelines

Vaccines-2017 Abstract Submission starts from May 09, 2016. All the abstracts should be submitted through online abstract submission (or) can be mailed at vaccines@madridge.com
We welcome all the young researchers and students to present your study in the Poster Competition. Madridge conferences provide you an opportunity of presenting your research-in-progress to international audience and experts in a visual format. As a poster presenter, you will have a unique opportunity to combine visual and oral explanations of your project.

This competition is open to all students (Graduates, Post Graduates and Research Scholars). Posters will be evaluated by the conference committee and the Honourable Judge. Best posters awards will be given to the winners as selected by the Judge.

For the details regarding the Poster Competition and abstract submission, PS: http://vaccines.madridge.com/poster_competition.php

Exhibition & Sponsorship at Vaccines-2017:

Be a part of the Madridge Vaccines-2017 conference and Sponsor/Exhibit at the event. We invite you to the world’s largest and most influential event which brings together more than 500 experts in Dental Science from more than 40 countries, representing the world’s top companies, Universities and Hospitals.

For more information about becoming an partner, exhibitor or advertiser, including rates and benefits, contact us at vaccines@madridge.com

Platinum Sponsor | Gold Sponsor | Silver Sponsor | Exhibitor

http://vaccines.madridge.com
Conference Venue

Embassy Suites Baltimore - Inner Harbor
222 St. paul Place, Baltimore.
Maryland, 21202, USA

Important Dates

Abstract submission opens : June 01, 2016 – January 31, 2017
Earlybird Registration : May 16, 2016 - October 05, 2016
Standard Registration : October 06, 2016 - February 20, 2017

Book your slots in this exciting event now!

Register for the conference at:
http://vaccines.madridge.com/register.php
Submit your abstracts at:
http://vaccines.madridge.com/abstract.php
Email us at: vaccines@madridge.com

http://vaccines.madridge.com